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Sun-Earth-Moon System

6 The revolution of the Moon 
around the Earth makes 
it appear different to us 
throughout the month.  The 
different appearances of 
the Moon are known as the 
Moon’s __________.  

7 When the portion of the 
Moon that is lit by sunlight 
is getting larger, the Moon 
is said to be __________.

1 Fill-in the answer. 

 The spinning motion of the 
Earth on its axis is called 

 __________________. 

3 Gravity pulls objects 
towards each other, 
such as the Earth and 
the Moon.  Why, then, 
doesn’t the Moon fall 
into the Earth?

2 The period of revolution of the Earth is 
__________.  Circle the answer letter.

10  The space mission that landed  
 men on the Moon and brought  
 them back safely to Earth was 

  Apollo _______.

9 When the Sun, Earth, and Moon all line 
up with each other, the gravitational 
pull on the oceans is at its maximum, 
and the tidal range is at its highest.  
What are these 
unusually high 
tides called?

8 When the Moon comes between the 
Sun and the Earth, a shadow is cast on 
the Earth.  This phenomenon is called 
a __________.

4 A natural celestial body that travels 
around another celestial body  
is known as a(n) 

 _________________. 

5 Name the first human to 
step on the Moon.

Sci
F

Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

a. solar eclipse   

b. lunar eclipse 

c. shadow eclipse 

a. 1 day    

b. 365 days 

c. 30 days 

a. because the gravitational pull isn’t 
strong enough     

b. because the Sun is also pulling the 
Moon away from the Earth  

c. because the Moon also has forward 
motion  

eclipses  

eclipsing  

phases    

waning    

waning  

waxing  
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Sun-Earth-Moon System - Answer Key

6 The revolution of the Moon 
around the Earth makes 
it appear different to us 
throughout the month.  The 
different appearances of 
the Moon are known as the 
Moon’s __________.  

7 When the portion of the 
Moon that is lit by sunlight 
is getting larger, the Moon 
is said to be __________.

1 Fill-in the answer. 

 The spinning motion of the 
Earth on its axis is called 

 __________________. 

3 Gravity pulls objects 
towards each other, 
such as the Earth and 
the Moon.  Why, then, 
doesn’t the Moon fall 
into the Earth?

2 The period of revolution of the Earth is 
__________.  Circle the answer letter.

10  The space mission that landed  
 men on the Moon and brought  
 them back safely to Earth was 

  Apollo _______.

9 When the Sun, Earth, and Moon all line 
up with each other, the gravitational 
pull on the oceans is at its maximum, 
and the tidal range is at its highest.  
What are these 
unusually high 
tides called?

8 When the Moon comes between the 
Sun and the Earth, a shadow is cast on 
the Earth.  This phenomenon is called 
a __________.

4 A natural celestial body that travels 
around another celestial body  
is known as a(n) 

 _________________. 

5 Name the first human to 
step on the Moon.

Sci
F

Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

a. solar eclipse   

b. lunar eclipse 

c. shadow eclipse 

a. 1 day    

b. 365 days 

c. 30 days 

a. because the gravitational pull isn’t 
strong enough     

b. because the Sun is also pulling the 
Moon away from the Earth  

c. because the Moon also has forward 
motion  

eclipses  

eclipsing  

phases    

waning    

waning  

waxing  

Neil Armstrong  

11

spring tides  

rotation

satellite
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